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Tainted optimism
The general feeling of optimism at this
year’s Vertikal Days was apparent to all.
The almost buoyant mood was shared
by exhibitors, manufacturers and 
visitors alike, perhaps relieved that the
worst of the economic problems are
now behind us and we may be looking

at a period of slow but steady growth.

Vertikal Days 2011 stepped up to the ‘next level’ and provided 
visitors with the best display of lifting and access equipment 
outside of the major international shows. So many new products
were launched, so many deals were done and so many just had a
good time.

Much of the show’s visitor growth this year came from ‘major end
users’ while many of the new exhibitors were companies with 
associated products and services - the crammed Market Place 
was a testament to this. Safety and safety products were prominent
all over the showground. At last almost all exhibitors now realise 
the importance of showing how to do it right by using items such 
as outrigger mats and wearing harnesses where appropriate.
However the Vertikal safety team still had a couple of ‘run-ins’ with
delivery drivers who did not want to wear a harness while unloading
boom lifts.

You could argue that if we - the crane and access industry - can’t
get it right then how can we expect the average construction site
worker to?

The UK’s Health & Safety Executive published some worrying 
statistics this month. In spite of all the efforts and the general high
level of safety awareness on UK sites, 22 percent more construction
workers died over the past year compared to the year before. In fact
the first rise in figures in four years.

Delving deeper into the numbers shows that the problem lies not
with the large construction contractors and projects, but with the
smaller sites - possibly those without a patrolling safety officer or
with very little thought to Health and Safety at all. As the HSE said
“This is not about money, it's about mindset - planning jobs properly
and thinking before you act.” 

Larger companies have got the message that safe equipment and
good practice need not be a cost. In most cases the equipment is
also more efficient and as our article on page 25 shows - safer can
be faster and cheaper.

Exhibitions such as Vertikal Days promote the very latest and best
equipment that the industry has to offer. All we need now is for
everyone - not just those working on large construction sites - to 
be aware of its existence and the benefits it can bring. Attending
displays like Vertikal Days can show contractors and their 
employees how to protect themselves and their friends.

Mark Darwin
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